AUGERS

FEATURES & BENEFITS
All Auger Torque Augers are built from high
grade steel and incorporate many features that
will allow you to work more efficiently and will
make your job easier.
HUB OPTIONS
Augers are available with all major standard hubs on
the market, including:
2”, 2.5”, 3”and 4” Hex
50mm, 2” and 65mm Round
57mm, 75mm, 100mm, 110mm and 130mm Square
...to name but a few.

HEAVY DUTY TUBE
We know that our Augers can expect a tough life so
we only use the highest grade steel and vary our tube
size according to machine size and application. Our
Augers have a reputation of being the toughest
on the market.

SHALLOW PITCH FLIGHTS
By working with and, more importantly, listening to
operators feedback we have developed the perfect
pitch for our flights. It will cut at its maximum
efficiency and, most importantly the spoil will stay on
your Auger when you remove it from the hole.

Tooth Locking System

Are you tired of losing your teeth down the hole? With
our patented Shock Lock™ Tooth Locking System loss
is now a thing of the past. The simple but effective
locking pin holds teeth secure in both directions.

CONSTANT SPIRAL CUT
Our boring heads are designed with a Constant Spiral
Cut. Teeth are located so that each makes its own
fresh cut on every revolution and are angled to direct
spoil towards the centre of the auger. The tooth
cutting angle ensures spoil is broken up thoroughly to
avoid any clogging.

PILOT AND TOOTH OPTIONS
Auger Torque Augers are offered with many different
tooth and pilot options to suit your specific need. For
example in the S4 range we offer up to eight different
combinations and we have the know-how to help you
select the optimal configuration.

Visit the Auger Torque website to watch a demo

www.augertorque.com
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